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Abstract 

This paper is an extension of the authors previous work on a fast 
collocation boundary method applied to incompressible, inviscid flow. 
Recent developements are presented and the reliability of this new 
technique is shown. Comparison of results is shown on a more realistic 
configuration such as an helicopter fuselage with and without wake. 

1. Introduction 

Advance in airfoil aerodynamics 
shown the importance of the fuselage 
characteristic, drag. 

of high speed helicopters has 
[1-3] and its main aerodynamic 

A very fast computing code providing velocity and pressure 
distribution over the whole aerodynamic field with sufficient accuracy 
is of great use when designing the rotorcraft if only to reduce cost 
and time in wind tunnel testing. 

Over the last few years, ONERA has developed several aspects of 
the singularity theory such as new methods of resolutions [ 4] , use of 
independent intersecting meshes [5] and treatment of separated flow 
[ 6] • 

A new boundary collocation method for analysing the 
incompressible, inviscid flow was developed by Lil-Morchoisne-Ryan [7] 
with the two main features of speed and low cost, and first applied to 
simple configurations. 

As an extension of this work, this paper presents new calculations 
on the DFVLR helicopter model [2] and discusses the reliability of this 
approach. 

2. Basic equations and boundary conditions 

Consider the three-dimensional, steady, inviscid, irrotational and 
incompressible fluid flow around an arbitrary body II, the perturbation 
velocity potential <l>(x) at any point x of the fluid domain II• is the 
solution of problem (P) -

<J> ..;:. WI {'H!D I 
'!' 

E L 2 
( II• ) , D '!' €. L 2 

( II• ) } , Find ( It•) = (11')11
1 11 

0 :s.-r 
such that 

(P) !J. <!> = 0 in It• 

a <I> 

an= - ':!."' • n on r 

(see figure 1 ) 
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n being a bounded open set of R3, 
r the boundary of n, 
n• the complementary set of n, 
n the exterior unit normal along r, 

part of the n' boundary representing wake surfaces with boundary 
condition which allows for potential jump, and 
freestream velocity vector. 

We shall write 

ll (~) = <li 1 ~nt 
defined in R3• 

<lil~xt, for the jump through r, of the function 

The perturbation potential is extended by zero in n 
ll ( ~) = - <li I rxt. 

Using a double layer potential representation [8], the resolution 
<li (~) on r can be expressed by : 

n (~ - y) !., n 
2 11 ll (~) - f ll <x) -y ds <:y) = - f J ds (;[) ... 

r I~ rl
3 r I~ -

n (x - y) 
(P ) f llw<Yl -Y ds <zl c r - lx - .zl3 w 

ll 1o/ is the potential jump through f W' and is determined by pressure 
continuity (Kutta condition). 

The velocity vector at any point of r is given by 

3. Discretisation 

The three collocation methods presented here have in common the 
geometrical panel approximation and compute the flow potential at the 
panel barycentre (x.) (collocation point). 

-2 -

The body surface f 

lateral elements (f.) and 
J 

and the wake r are represented by quadriw 

Method ~o 1, an analytic-collocation method computes all integrals 
analytically having predefined the behaviour of \.1. 

Methods ~o 2 and 3, quadrature-collocation methods, compute all 
integrals by quadrature formulae and do not involve any a priori 
knowledge of the ll behaviour. 

3.1. Method ~o 1 : the analytic-collocation method 
(Hess and Smith Panel Method [9], is used as reference). 

ll is set to be constant per panel. 
(Pc) becomes : 
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(Dl 
I 
j 

llj = ll 
~.~w 

l = ll 

n(y), (x. - v) - I 1.1. J - - -J. "" 

j J r lx. - yl 3 

j -J. -

v !!<z:l 
L 1.1~ fw f 

_, 
lx. - _rl 

ds (y) + 
r. 1 - r -J. 

J l 

® 
<!jl 

w 
(!!_1). 

cts <rl = 

!:! (~) . (x. - y) 
-]. -

lx. 
-J. 

- Li3 

CD 

Integrals 1, 2, 3 are evaluated analytically. 

ds (_r_) 

As these integrals are fairly complex and expensive, they must be 
computed once and for all and stored on disks. 

This is the main inconvenience of this method as these matrices 
can be quite large. 

The matrix thus assembled is then factorized by a L.U. Block 
algorithm (see [10]). 

3.2. Quadrature-collocation methods 

3.2.1. Method N• 2 uses a one point quadrature formula, (first 
studied in [7], the quadrature points being the same as the collocation 
points. 

The general integral f f (x., y) ds (y) is approximated by s -J. - -

f (~i' Ek) w(~k)' where w (~k) is the weight associated to the 
quadrature point 3k· In this paper, w (~k) =area (S)). 

When f C!i, ~k) is not defined, the singular integral is computed 
analytically. 

(P) becomes 
~ 

- L ll (x .) 
n(xj). (x. - x.) 

2 iT jJ(X.) -- -J. -J area < r. l -l. j,!i - J l~i -.;jl3 J 
w - xwl V

00
.n(x.) I llw w !!.(_!1). (!i 

area ( f1.l (D2) I- - -J (f) -1 
= area + (xl) w 3 j l~i -.;jl l lx. - x1 1 -l. -

3.2.2. Method N° 3 uses a four point quadrature formula. 

(x. - y) • n(y) 
An integral such as f !l (y) -J. - --

r - 1~1 - .rl 3 
ds <rl is approximated by 

Y ll (x ) - -v 
v 

n(x ), (x.- x ) - -v -~ -v 

l~i-~vl3 
w (x ) where -v 
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to each ~j, 

points, and w 
collocation point, corresponds four (2fv)' 
(~v) are weights associated to points (2fv), 

quadrature 

l'v4 

X· -J 

In order to obtain a square matrix, constraints are imposed on the 
ll (lfv) • 

In this paper, for all ~v situated on panel rj with barycentre ~., 
ll <!v) is set to equal ll (~j) ; <~v) are the panel ~ertices and J 

w (5v) equals 1/4 of area (rj). 

(PC) becomes : 
4 -Q.(-'fjv).(~i "-jv) 

2 1T ll (x.) - I ll ("'j) I area < r.) ;4 
-l J j,!i v=1 l;si - X. 1

3 

-Jv 

4 '!!., . n (x. ) 
(D3) = I I -JV area <r .)/4 

llfi -X. I j,!i v=1 -Jv J 

4 w w 
llw w n (~lv). <2\ - !£1v) < r~) ;4 + I (1£1) I w 3 

area 
l v=1 l,;si - "1 vI 

In the last two methods, the linear systems are solved by means of 
a steepest descent iterative process and the influence coefficients are 
computed at each iteration. 

This is possible as the calculations are very quick (in both 
methods, the costs are similar) and therefore saves storing the matrix 
which is a great advantage over the first method. 

The main improvement of the four point over the one 
quadrature-collocation method, apart from being more precise, 
avoids the singularity of the panel influence over itself. 

4. Numerical results 

First results for the quadrature-collocation method with 
point quadrature" technique have already been presented in ref. 
non lifting simple cases. 

point 
is it 

a "one 
[7] in 

Comparisons with a four point technique are shown and in order to 
illustrate the capability of this approach, computations are also 
performed on the more realistic case of an helicopter fuselage. 
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4.1. Sphere-non lifting case 

An impermeable sphere in a uniform flow was simulated with two 
networks (512 and 2048 panels). 

For this purpose, advantage was taken of one plane of symmetry by 
paneling only half the sphere, and then calculating the perturbation 
potential as the sum of the potential induced by the panels and their 
image. 

The three methods described above are evaluated in table 1 by 
their accuracy and computational cost. 

The relative error on velocity in relation to the exact solution 
is computed in 1 2 norm. 

~ 512 2048 . 
1 0.7% 0. 3% 

2 2. 1% 1.4% 

3 1. 5% 1 % 

Relative error 

~ 512 2048 . 
1 5.8s 105s 

2 1. 1 s 10. 5s 

3 1. 5s 12 s 

Computing time (GRAY 1S) 

Table 1 

As can be seen from table 1, computing times have not changed much 
between methods 2 and 3 though precision has increased by 28%. 

In the 2048 panel network, method N° 1 requires 260 000 words and 
costly I/0 procedure while methods N° 2 and 3 only require 180 000 in 
central memory. 

4.2. Helicopter fuselage 

The model selected is the DFVLR fuselage configuration (ref. [3]) 
at angle of a.ttack - 5°. 

By taking account of the symmetry, only half 
discretised with 646 panels and the corresponding 
21 panels (fig. 2). 
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Method N° 1 took 8. 7 seconds, required a memory of 170 000 words 
while method N° 3 took 2.7 seconds and 110 000 words in central memory. 

The wake is modelled by a cylindrical surface parallel to the free 
stream velocity. A preliminary boundary layer calculation [11] 
determined the starting line of the wake. 

Figure 3 presents a grid view and the location of the wake 
starting line. 

Figure 4 compares results given by the one point and the four 
point quadrature-collocation methods in the case without wake. 

The helicopter nose, meshed by a set of elongated triangles, is 
better analysed by the four point method which shows a lesser 
dependence on the meshing idiosyncrasies. 

As method N° 3 is more precise and of similar cost, in the 
following results only methods N° 1 and 3 will be compared. 

In figures 5 and 6 are given the pressure distributions along the 
lower symmetry line of the helicopter fuselage. 

Figure 5 compares the measured pressure values with results 
computed by the classical method (method 1) and those computed by the 
four point method (method N° 3). Both calculated results are in good 
agreement up to the precise point at which boundary layer occurs, that 
is at the aft contraction. 

Figure 6 shows a similar comparison, but here the numerical 
results are computed with wake. 

As can be seen, presence of the wake has improved the values in 
the aft region. 

The agreement between experiment and numerical results are fairly 
satisfying and the quadrature-collocation results (three times cheaper) 
are close to the analytic-collocation results. 

For better agreement, two improvements seem necessary 

- finer meshing of the high gradient zones 
- better definition of the wake starting line. 

5. Conclusion 

- Using a four point instead of a one point collocation method has 
perceptibly improved the quality of the results while barely increasing 
the computational costs. 

- As a first rendering of lifting cases, set wakes along regular 
surfaces with a non linear Kutta condition have been added to the non 
lifting situation, the separation lines having been determined by a 
preliminary boundary layer calculus. 

Results so far are very encouraging 
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- A next-step for improving the collocation method will be to consider 
more accurate quadrature formulae and to search for a good compromise 
between accuracy and cost. 

- This fast technique will make it possible to implant at low cost a 
wake equilibrium treatment linked to an interactive-boundary layer, 
inviscid fluid-coupling which will give a better representation of the 
viscous phenomena. 
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Fig. 1 - Fluid domain and boundaries. 

-X 

Fig. 2- Geometry of the helicopter model fuselage. 
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Wake starting line 
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Fig. 3- Grid view and wake starting line location. 
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Fig. 4- Pressure distributions on lower symmetry line without wake. 
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Fig. 5- Pressure distributions on lower symmetry line without wake. 
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Fig. 6- Pressure distributions on lower symmetry line with wake. 
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